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Abstract15

A novel feedback controller for cranes employed in heavy-lift offshore marine oper-16

ations is proposed. The control objective is to reduce the hydrodynamic slamming17

load acting on a payload at water-entry of moonpool operations; at the same time18

the values of the wire tension must be kept within acceptable bounds. The effec-19

tiveness of the proposed controller is shown experimentally; the experiments are20

performed on a scale model and show improvements with respect to a previous21

feedforward controller.22
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Observers, Output regulation24

1 Introduction25

In offshore marine operations there is often the necessity to safely install a26

payload on the seabed. This is motivated by the increasing trend to develop27

offshore oil and gas fields with all the processing equipment on the seabed and28

on the production well itself, as opposed to the more expensive solution of29

using a floating or a fixed production platform. Such a choice imposes severe30

requirements in terms of the safety and efficiency of the subsea intervention31

involved. This is witnessed by the considerable attention the field of ocean32

robotics has been given recently, see e.g. Silvestre and Pascoal (2007) and33

Caccia (2007). In particular, high subsea operability becomes a major issue34

in harsh sea conditions, when the higher possibility of losing or damaging the35

payload may cause a costly stop of the production and, most importantly,36

when the safety of the operators on board may be impaired as a consequence37

of loss of control of the payload.38

A typical solution adopted by the marine industries consists in making use of39

an actively controlled crane which is placed on an offshore vessel and whose40

task is to lower the payload through a well in the ship hull referred to as “moon-41

pool”. One of the critical phases is at water entry; indeed, when the payload is42

hit by the waves, it is subject to an impulsive hydrodynamic slamming force43
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which, in harsh sea conditions, can damage the payload. An additional quan-44

tity to monitor during the launch of the payload through the moonpool is the45

tension of the wire the payload is attached to; in fact, its minimum value must46

never be less than zero to avoid snatch loads that may break the wire, and47

its peak value must not exceed a safety limit. In addition, it is desirable to48

reduce the variations of the wire tension in order to decrease the wire’s wear49

and tear.50

In order to reduce the forces acting on the payload during the water-entry51

phase, Sagatun (2002) proposed a control strategy for the crane which was52

based on augmented impedance control.53

Johansen, Fossen, Sagatun, and Nielsen (2003) proposed an alternative con-54

trol strategy that was structured in two phases. The first phase, called “heave55

compensation”, occurs when the payload is in the air and far enough from56

the moonpool. The goal is to have the payload move at an assigned constant57

vertical velocity in an earth-fixed reference frame. Achieving such a goal is58

beneficial in order to reduce the variations of the wire tension since the latter59

would be controlled to a constant value equal to the weight of the load. The60

second phase, called “wave synchronization”, starts when the payload reaches61

the moonpool. As shown in Faltinsen and Zhao (1997), the impulsive hy-62

drodynamic slamming force that affects the payload at water-entry increases63

as the relative velocity between the waves and the payload increases; conse-64

quently, the control objective of this phase is to lower the payload through65

the water-entry zone keeping such relative velocity constant and equal to a66

prescribed value. In each of the two phases, Johansen et al. (2003) proposed67

a feedforward compensator to achieve the control objectives since the main68

disturbances could be estimated reliably from sensors’ data. The compensator69
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was designed not taking into account the dynamics of the controlled system.70

Skaare (2004) proposed a compensator that directly controls the wire tension71

rather than the velocity of the payload with respect to the waves.72

Inspired by the idea of Johansen et al. (2003), a two-phase control strategy73

(heave-compensation, wave-synchronization) is proposed in this paper; how-74

ever, here, in each of the two phases, a model-based feedback compensator is75

employed instead of the feedforward compensator presented in Johansen et al.76

(2003). In addition, here the transition between the two phases ends earlier77

than in Johansen et al. (2003).78

It will be shown that in each of the two phases, the control objective translates79

into having a certain output variable track a reference signal and reject certain80

disturbances. A peculiar aspect of the control problem under consideration is81

that, in both phases, the controlled output is not measurable; however, to82

overcome such limitation, it is possible to design an observer that estimates83

the latter. As a result, the design methodology adopted in each of the phases84

consists of two steps. In the first step, pretending that the controlled variable85

is measurable, a compensator is designed. In the second step, an observer that86

estimates the controlled output is designed; the actual controller is obtained87

using the compensator of the first step with the controlled output replaced by88

its estimate.89

The effectiveness of the proposed design, based on the certainty equivalence90

principle, is shown experimentally. The experiments are performed on a scale-91

model of a crane vessel with a moonpool. The experimental results show that92

the proposed feedback controller leads to significant improvements of the per-93

formance indicators compared to using the feedforward compensator of Jo-94
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hansen et al. (2003).95

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the scale-96

model and its mathematical model. The controller is described in Section 3.97

The experiments are discussed in Section 4. Brief concluding remarks end the98

paper.99

2 Scale-model and mathematical modeling100

In this section, first a brief description of the crane vessel scale-model is given;101

then, a mathematical model is derived. The mathematical model will be used102

for control design.103

2.1 Experimental Setup104

The scale-model (see Fig. 1) consists of the following components; a floating105

vessel of dimensions 1.1 m × 0.67 m × 0.69 m; a 2.2 kW brushless asyn-106

chronous servo motor, attached to the floating vessel, with an internal PID107

speed-control loop; a spherical payload connected to the motor by a wire that108

goes over a pulley suspended by a spring; the spring is inserted in order to109

simulate the wire elasticity in a real crane vessel. The scale model is equipped110

with vertical accelerometers, in both the payload and the vessel, and with111

a force ring measuring the wire tension. The motor position is measured by112

means of an encoder. In the moonpool there is a wave meter attached to the113

vessel; the measure of the the conductivity between two parallel electrodes114

partly immersed in the water is used by the wave meter in order to determine115

the water level. The total mass of the crane-vessel is 157 kg.116
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Fig. 1. Crane vessel scale model

A wave generator (a flap mounted at one end of the basin) is used to produce117

waves. The flap can move at different frequencies in order to produce different118

waves’ spectra. The vessel is kept in a mean fixed position and heading with119

respect to the basin where it is placed.120

The real-time control system is implemented on a target PC whose operating121

system is QNX 4.25. The target PC, equipped with an I/O card, communicates122

with an host PC via Ethernet. A Matlab / Simulink block diagram is developed123

on the host PC under Windows NT 4.0. By using Opal RT-lab 4.2 the block124

diagram is automatically converted into C-code and compiled on the target125

PC using the Watcom compiler. The results are presented online on the host126

PC using Labview 5.1. The sampling frequency is 20 Hz.127

Further details on the experimental set-up can be found in Fossen and Sagatun128
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the scale-model

(2002).129

2.2 Dynamics of the scale-model crane vessel130

In deriving the mathematical model of the dynamics of the scale-model only131

the heave motion of the vessel and the vertical motion of the payload are132

considered. Consequently, effects from the vessel’s roll and pitch motion are133

neglected. The wave profile is assumed to be uniform across the moonpool134

area.135

In Fig. 2 a sketch of the experimental setup is shown along with a definition of136

references and coordinates. The still water level is, of course, fixed with respect137
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to the earth. The vessel reference is attached to the vessel and is chosen so138

that when the vessel is still, it coincides with the still water level. The pulley139

reference is attached to the vessel and is chosen so that when the spring is at140

rest the center of the pulley lies on it.141

The coordinates in Fig. 2 represent what follows142

• zv position of the load with respect to the vessel reference143

• zs position of the vessel reference with respect to the still water level144

• ζs wave amplitude in the moonpool with respect to the still water level145

• ζv wave amplitude in the moonpool with respect to the vessel reference146

• zp position of the pulley with respect to the pulley reference147

• zr = zv − ζv position of the payload with respect to the moonpool water148

level149

• ξs wave amplitude in the basin with respect to the still water level.150

Let m be the payload mass, g the gravity acceleration, Ft the wire tension,

and fz the hydrodynamic force on the payload in the moonpool. Consider all

coordinates and forces positive when they point downwards; then, the equation

of motion of the payload is given by

m(z̈v + z̈s) = mg + fz − Ft . (1)

Let mp be the mass of the pulley, dp its damping coefficient, and kp the spring

stiffness; then, the equation of motion for the pulley is given by

mpz̈p + dpżp + kpzp = Ft −mpz̈s . (2)

Define

zm
.
= zv − zp . (3)
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Note that zm would be approximately equal to the position of the payload

with respect to the vessel reference if the spring were at rest. As a result,

if θm denotes the motor angular position, then the relation between zm and

θm can be modeled by zm = amθm where am is a scalar that is determined

by the geometric structure of the scale-model. Consequently, since the motor

is equipped with an encoder that measures θm, zm is indirectly measurable.

Substituting (3) into (2) gives

mp(z̈v − z̈m) + dp(żv − żm) + kp(zv − zm) = Ft −mpz̈s . (4)

Denote with żd the reference speed of the servo motor. A first-order model of

the transfer function between żm and żd is adopted here and given by

żm
żd

=
λ

s+ λ
(5)

with λ = 33.33 rad/s (see (Fossen and Johansen, 2001, p. 20)). The numer-151

ical values of the parameters in (1) and (4) have been determined in (Fos-152

sen and Johansen, 2001) through a system identification procedure; the ob-153

tained values are as follows; m = 0.600 kg, mp = 0.688 kg, dp = 0.800 kg s−1,154

kp = 1046 N m−1.155

The control input is given by żd; the measurable output is given by

ym = (z̈s z̈s + z̈v Ft ζv zm)T . (6)

2.3 Hydrodynamic forces in the moonpool156

Since the moonpool operates as a piston in a cylinder, the water vertical

velocity can be assumed uniform from the water surface to the bottom of the

moonpool. Consequently, when the payload is in the moonpool, fz can be
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modelled by

fz = −ρg∇(zr)−ρ∇(zr)z̈r−Zz̈r(zr)z̈r−
∂Zz̈r

∂zr
(zr)ż

2
r−

1

2
ρCDApz żr |żr|−dlżr (7)

(see (Johansen et al., 2003, p. 721)). In (7), ρ = 1000 kg m−3 is the density of157

water; zr is defined in Fig. 2 and represents the payload position with respect to158

the moonpool water level; ∇(zr) is equal to the volume of the submerged part159

of the payload; Zz̈r(zr) is the position depended added mass of the payload; CD160

is the drag coefficient; Apz is the projected effective drag area of the payload in161

the vertical position; dl represents the linear drag coefficient. Expressions and162

numerical values of the above quantities are reported in (Fossen and Johansen,163

2001, pp. 7-8), and (Skaare, 2004, p. 104). The diameter of the payload is equal164

to d = 0.09 m.165

In the experiments of Section 4 the desired value of żr during the wave syn-

chronization phase is ż∗r = 0.02 m/s, and for control design purposes, it is

useful to consider a linear approximation of (7) with respect to zr = d/2,

żr = ż∗r , z̈r = 0; such linear approximation is given by

fz ∼= k1 − k2zr − k3żr − k4z̈r (8)

where k1 = 1.28 N, k2 = 77.04 N/m, k3 = 1.48 Ns/m, k4 = 2.86 kg.166

2.4 Dynamic model of crane vessel in heave167

The heave motion of the crane vessel is represented by the following second

order linear time-invariant differential equation

(mv − Zz̈s)z̈s − Zżs żs + ρgAżspzs = Fw . (9)
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Refer to (Fossen and Johansen, 2001, p. 3–5) for a description of the constant168

parameters mv, Zz̈s , Zżs , Ażsp. The natural frequency for zs was determined169

experimentally as ωh = 4.8 rad/s (see (Johansen et al., 2003, p. 723)). The170

forcing term in (9) Fw represents the wave force in heave.171

The wave amplitude in the basin ξs is modeled here as a stochastic process

with power density spectrum equal to the so called JONSWAP spectrum (see

(Fossen, 2002, p. 128)). This represents typical North Sea conditions that will

be reproduced in the experiments described in Section 4. Furthermore, it is

assumed that the transfer function Fw(jω)/ξs(jω) is constant in the frequency

range of interest; consequently, Fw is modeled as a stochastic process with the

same JONSWAP power density spectrum of ξs up to a constant factor. The

peak frequency of the JONSWAP spectrum is chosen equal to ωh; such choice

corresponds to the worst case scenario, i.e., the waves excite the resonance

motion of the vessel; in such scenario, the power density spectrum of zs in (9)

possesses a peak at ωh; for control design purposes, the latter power density

spectrum is discretized to three harmonics so that

zs =
3∑

i=1

Ai sin(ωit+ ϕi) (10)

where ω1 = ωh, ω2 = 4.3 rad/s (i.e. ω2 = ωh − 0.5 rad/s), ω3 = 5.3 rad/s172

(i.e. ω3 = ωh + 0.5 rad/s). In addition, it will be clear in Section 3 that the173

values of the amplitudes Ai’s and of the phases ϕi’s are irrelevant as far as the174

control design is concerned.175
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2.5 Moonpool Dynamics176

The wave elevation inside the moonpool ζs can be represented by the following

second-order differential equation

ζ̈s + dmζ̇s +
g

hm
ζs = − 1

hm

∂φ

∂t
(11)

where dm is the damping parameter, hm is the still water depth of the moon-

pool, and φ is the wave velocity potential (see (Sagatun, 2002, p. 745)). The

resonant frequency for ζs was determined experimentally as ωm = 4.83 rad/s

(see (Johansen et al., 2003, p. 723)). Note that ωm matches ωh = 4.8 rad/s al-

most exactly. Since ξs is modeled as a stochastic process that has a JONSWAP

power density spectrum with peak at ωh = 4.8 rad/s, then it is reasonable to

model the forcing term on the right hand side of (11) as a stochastic process

with the same power density spectrum as ξs up to a constant factor. Then,

considerations similar to those presented before for the heave motion of the

vessel lead to the following model of the wave elevation inside the moonpool

ζs

ζs =
3∑

i=1

Bi sin(Ωit+ αi). (12)

Since ωm ' ωh, the Ωi’s are selected to be identical to the ωi’s of Section 2.4;177

it will become clear in Section 3 that such choice allows a reduction of the178

order of the compensator with respect to the situation where Ωi 6= ωi ∀i. It179

will also become clear that the values of the Bi’s and αi’s are irrelevant for180

control design purposes.181
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3 Control design182

As mentioned in the introduction, the control strategy adopted here consists183

of two phases. The first phase is called “heave compensation” and occurs184

when the payload is in the air and far enough from the moonpool. The second185

phase, called “wave synchronization”, begins when the payload approaches186

the moonpool.187

In this section the design of a compensator for each of the phases is presented.188

An important feature of each of the phases is that the controlled output is not189

measurable; however, it will be shown that it is possible to design an observer190

that estimates the latter. Then, the design of the compensator consists of two191

steps. In the first step, pretending that the controlled output is measurable, a192

synthesis based on the root-locus is performed in order to design a controller.193

In the second step, observers are designed in order to obtain an estimate194

of the controlled variable; the actual controller is then designed taking the195

compensator from the first step and replacing the controlled output with its196

estimate provided by the observer. The transition behaviour of the controller197

is discussed in section 3.4.198

3.1 Heave Compensation199

When the payload is in the air and far enough from the moonpool, the goal is

to have the payload move at a constant prescribed velocity vrefh with respect

to an inertial reference frame; in fact, if such goal is achieved, it is readily

seen from (1) that, since fz = 0, the wire tension Ft would be constant and

equal to mg. Having constant Ft is beneficial to the wire because its wear and
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tear would be reduced. Thus, given such control objective, it is natural to set

the velocity of the payload with respect to an inertial frame, i.e. żv + żs, as

the controlled variable. However, this happens not to be feasible since it turns

out that the system described by (1), (4), and (5) is not detectable from the

output żv + żs. Then, a feasible way to proceed is as follows. Choose zv + zs

as the controlled variable and vrefh t + kh as the reference trajectory where kh

is a constant. Then, let

ḡ(s)
.
=
g

s
uh

.
= żd dh(s)

.
= (m+mp)s

2 + dps+ kp .

From (1), (4), and (5), it follows that

zv(s) + zs(s) =
mps

2 + dps+ kp
dh(s)

λ

s(s+ λ)
uh(s) +

m

dh(s)
ḡ(s) +

dps+ kp
dh(s)

zs(s)

(13)

where ḡ and zs are regarded as disturbance inputs whereas uh is the control200

input. Let eh = zv + zs − (vrefh t + kh) be the tracking error; then, pretending201

that zv+zs is measurable, the control objective can be cast as follows; design a202

compensator ch(s) = uh(s)/eh(s) which stabilizes the closed-loop system and203

asymptotically steers to zero the error eh in spite of the persistent disturbances204

g and zs.205

Recall that the model given by (10) is adopted for the disturbance zs; then,

using the internal model principle and the synthesis based on root-locus, the

following compensator is derived

ch(s)
.
=

3000(s+ 3)7

s(s2 + ω2
1)(s2 + ω2

2)(s2 + ω2
3)
.
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3.2 Wave synchronization206

The wave synchronization phase starts when the payload is about to approach

the moonpool. In this phase, the main objective is to reduce the impulsive

hydrodynamic slamming force that affects the payload when the latter is hit

by the waves. As shown in Faltinsen and Zhao (1997), the slamming force

increases as the relative velocity between the waves and the payload żv − ζ̇v

increases. Thus, the control objective is to lower the payload trough the water-

entry zone keeping the quantity żv − ζ̇v constant and equal to a prescribed

value vrefw . However, similarly to the previous phase, choosing żv − ζ̇v as the

controlled variable would lead to a undetectable system; thus, in order to

overcome such problem, the design proceeds choosing zv− ζv as the controlled

variable and vrefw t+kw as the reference trajectory where kw is a constant. Then,

let

ḡ2(s)
.
=
mg + k1

s
uw

.
= żd dw(s)

.
= (m+mp + k4)s

2 + (dp + k3)s+ (kp + k2) .

From (1), (4), (5), and (8) it follows that

zv(s)− ζv(s) =
mps

2 + dps+ kp
dw(s)

λ

s(s+ λ)
uw(s) +

1

dw(s)
ḡ2(s)

+
k4s

2 + k3s+ k2 − dw(s)

dw(s)
ζs(s)−

(m+mp + k4)s
2 + k3s+ k2 − dw(s)

dw(s)
zs(s)

(14)

where g, zs and ζs are disturbance inputs, and uw is the control input.207

Consider the system described by (14), and suppose that the quantity zv − ζv

is measurable. Let ew = zv − ζv − (vrefw t + kw) be the tracking error; then,

the control objective is to find a controller cw(s) = uw(s)/ew(s) such that the

closed-loop system is asymptotically stable and the error ew decays asymp-
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totically to zero in spite of the persistent disturbances g, zs and ζs. Hence,

recalling the models (10) and (12) for zs and ζs respectively and using the

same arguments as in section 2, it turns out that the compensator

cw(s)
.
= ch(s)

solves the problem under consideration.208

3.3 Observers209

As outlined before, estimates for the controlled outputs zv + zs and zv − ζv210

are required since the variables zv and zs are not measurable. In order to211

achieve this goal two observers are implemented; the first observer provides212

an estimate of zv while the second observer provides an estimate of zs.213

The first observer is obtained as follows. Instead of considering all three equa-214

tions (1) (4) (5) that describe the scale-model, it is enough to consider just215

equations (4) (5); in fact, for observer design purposes in such equations żd,216

Ft and z̈s can be regarded as inputs whereas z̈s + z̈v and zm can be regarded217

as outputs; this is feasible because on one hand żd is the control input of the218

crane vessel, and on the other hand Ft, zm and z̈s+ z̈v are measurable outputs.219

Let xp1 = zv, xp2 = żv, xp3 = żm, xp4 = zm. Then, the resulting state-space
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representation of (4) and (5) is given by:


ẋpu

ẋpd

 =


Ap11 Ap12

Ap21 Ap22




xpu

xpd

+


Bp

0





żd

Ft

z̈s



z̈s + z̈v

zm

 =


Cp

kp
mp

0 1




xpu

xpd

+


Dp

0





żd

Ft

z̈s



with

xpu = ( xp1 xp2 xp3 )T xpd = (xp4 )

Ap11 =



0 1 0

− kp
mp
− dp

mp

dp
mp
− λ

0 0 −λ


Ap12 =



0

kp
mp

0


Bp =



0 0 0

λ 1
mp
−1

λ 0 0


Ap21 = ( 0 0 1 ) Ap22 = ( 0 )

Cp =
(
− kp

mp
− dp

mp

dp
mp
− λ

)
Dp =

(
λ 1

mp
0
)
.
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Note that the following pair is observable




Ap11 Ap12

Ap21 Ap22



Cp

kp
mp

0 1




consequently, the following reduced-order Luenberger observer is designed220

221

˙̂xpu = (Ap11 −KCp)x̂pu +

(
(Bp −KDp)

(
Ap12 −

kp
mp

K

)
K

)



żd

Ft

z̈s

zm

z̈s + z̈v


ẑv = (1 0 0) x̂pu

where

K = (0.00395 −0.00184 0.57525)T

is such that (Ap11 −KCp) is Hurwitz. The sought estimate of zv is then given222

by ẑv.223

In order to compute an estimate of the controlled variable zv +zs, the problem

of the estimation of zs needs to be solved. To this end, notice from (10) that

the variable zs can be regarded as generated by the following unforced, linear,
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time-invariant system

ẇz0 = Szswzs

zs = C0wzs

(15)

with

Szs = blkdiag(S1, S2, S3)

Si =


0 −ωi

ωi 0

 i = 1, 2, 3

C0 = ( 1 0 1 0 1 0 ) .

Note that the measurable variable z̈s can be expressed as follows

z̈s = C1wzs

where

C1 =
(
−ω2

1 0 −ω2
2 0 −ω2

3 0
)
.

Then, since the pair 
Szs

C1


is observable, the following Luenberger observer is designed

˙̂wzs = (Szs −KzsC1)ŵzs +Kzs z̈s

where

Kzs = (−3.39 2.24 0.61 −2.10 2.07 0.87)T

is such that (Szs − KzsC1) is Hurwitz. Thus, the sought estimate ẑs of zs is

given by

ẑs = C0ŵzs .
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3.4 Transition from Heave Compensation to Wave Synchronization224

When the payload approaches the moonpool, the heave compensating feedback

control uh needs to turn into the wave synchronizing control uw. The transition

is here simply achieved through the blending factor α whose dependence on

ẑv is as follows

α(ẑv) =



0 if ẑv < h1

1

h2 − h1
(ẑv − h1) if h1 ≤ ẑv ≤ h2

1 if ẑv > h2

(16)

where h1 = −0.20 m and h2 = −0.15 m are selected so that the transition225

ends before the payload hits the waves.226

Blending uh and uw gives the following final control law

u = α(ẑv)uw + (1− α(ẑv))uh

where u
.
= żd and żd denotes the speed commanded to the servo motor.227

The transition proposed here ends earlier than the transition in (Johansen228

et al., 2003, p. 724); it is believed that this will help reducing the hydrodynamic229

slamming load acting on the payload at water entry.230

4 Experiments231

The controller proposed in this paper and the one in Johansen et al. (2003)232

were tested experimentally; in this section, the magnitudes of interests and the233
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experimental conditions are described; then experimental results are presented234

and discussed.235

4.1 Magnitudes of Interest and Experimental Conditions236

The performance measures of interest are the following:237

• Hydrodynamic force. As already mentioned, a critical phase of the un-238

derwater installation of a payload arises at water entry; the impulsive hy-239

drodynamic slamming load that occurs when the payload hits the waves240

can seriously damage the latter when sea conditions are harsh; therefore,241

it is of interest to reduce such force; consequently, the maximum of the ab-242

solute value of the hydrodynamic force affecting the payload is reported. In243

addition, note that in (7) Zz̈r(zr) is constant when the payload is completely244

submerged; then, when the whole payload is submerged, if perfect wave syn-245

chronization were achieved, i.e. if żr were constant, from (7) it follows that246

fz would be constant; thus, in order to evaluate how effectively the wave247

synchronization control task is accomplished, the standard deviation of the248

hydrodynamic force when the payload is completely submerged is reported.249

In that regard note that from (1) it follows that fz = m(z̈v + z̈s) +Ft−mg;250

then, the hydrodynamic force fz is indirectly measurable since (z̈v + z̈s) and251

Ft are measurable.252

• Wire tension. The minimum value must never be negative in order to253

prevent high snatch loads that may break the wire; the maximum value254

must be within a safety bound; the standard deviation should be minimized255

in order to reduce the wear and tear of the wire. Furthermore, as already256

observed, if the heave compensation control goal was perfectly achieved,257
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then żs + żv would be constant; as a consequence, from (1) it follows that Ft258

would be equal to the constant quantity mg. Thus, the standard deviation259

of the tension for the sole heave compensation phase is also reported.260

The experiments were carried out generating waves in the basin; the waves261

are characterized by a JONSWAP spectrum (see (Fossen, 2002, p. 128)) with262

significant wave height Hs = 0.02 m and peak period Ts = 1.3 s; note that263

the corresponding peak frequency ωs = 2π/Ts matches approximately the264

moonpool and vessel natural frequencies; consequently, a resonant behavior is265

induced in the motion of both the vessel and the water level in the moonpool;266

such experimental conditions represents the worst case scenario for the control267

problem under consideration.268

The parameters of the reference signals in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 were chosen269

as vrefh = vrefw = 0.02 m/s, kh = −vrefh t0 + zm(t0), and kw = −vrefw t0 + zm(t0)270

where t0 is the start time of the control experiment.271

4.2 Experimental results272

For each of the two controllers, fifteen tests were carried out at the Marine273

Cybernetics Laboratory (MClab) of the Norwegian University of Science and274

Technology (NTNU) in Trondheim, Norway.275

The data coming from the measures were filtered with a fourth order low-276

pass Butterworth filter with cutting frequency at 1.5 Hz. The filtering was277

performed in order to remove the high frequency components of the measure-278

ment noise. In the next subsection averaged results over the fifteen experimen-279

tal runs are reported and discussed. The results are summarized in Table 1.280
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Magnitude Fw Fb Imp

max(|fz|) 5.25 N 4.65 N 11.42 %

σ(fz) 0.23 N 0.15 N 34.78 %

max(Ft) 6.30 N 6.05 N 3.96 %

min(Ft) 0.85 N 1.35 N 58.82 %

σHC(Ft) 0.22 N 0.14 N 36.36 %

σ(Ft) 2.06 N 1.70 N 17.47 %

Table 1

Performance comparison. Averaged results over fifteen experimental runs.

The symbols used in the table represent what follows281

• Fw feedforward controller presented in Johansen et al. (2003)282

• Fb feedback controller proposed in this paper283

• Imp percentage improvement with the controller presented in this paper284

relative to the one presented in Johansen et al. (2003).285

• max(|fz|) maximum of the absolute value of the hydrodynamic force286

• σ(fz) standard deviation of the hydrodynamic force when the payload is287

submerged288

• max(Ft) maximum value of the wire tension289

• min(Ft) minimum value of the wire tension290

• σHC(Ft) standard deviation of the wire tension during the heave compen-291

sation phase292

• σ(Ft) standard deviation of the wire tension calculated throughout the293

whole experiment.294
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Fig. 3. Experimental results. Both raw data (thin lines) and filtered data (thick

lines) are shown.

In Fig. 3 results from a single run out of the fifteen experimental runs are295

plotted for each compensator; the controller presented in Johansen et al. (2003)296

is labeled as “Feedforward controller”, whereas the one proposed in this paper297

is labeled as “Feedback controller”.298

4.3 Discussion299

The controller proposed here leads to a 11.25% reduction of the maximum of300

the absolute value of the hydrodynamic force; as a consequence, the proba-301
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bility that the payload could suffer damages is considerably reduced. Such an302

improvement is consistent with the value of the standard deviation of the hy-303

drodynamic force affecting the completely submerged payload since such value304

is reduced from 0.23 N to 0.15 N; therefore, it can be stated that the proposed305

controller performs the wave synchronization task better than the one pro-306

posed in Johansen et al. (2003). Relevant improvements are registered with307

respect to the wire tension parameters. Specifically, the lower value reported308

for the standard deviation in the heave compensation phase, 0.14 N versus309

0.22 N, highlights that the proposed controller attains the heave compensa-310

tion objective better; this can also explain why the other values of interest re-311

garding the wire tension are improved, too. Indeed, the wire-tension standard-312

deviation calculated throughout the whole experiment decreases from 2.06 N313

to 1.70 N; the maximum value decreases from 6.30 N to 6.05 N; the mini-314

mum value increases from 0.85 N to 1.35 N. This last performance is quite315

important, since avoiding negative values of wire tension is essential in order316

to prevent high snatch loads.317

5 Conclusions318

It is shown experimentally that the model-based feedback control proposed319

in this paper leads to better results than the feedforward control proposed in320

Johansen et al. (2003). Indeed, under the worst case scenario considered here,321

the controller presented in this paper achieves relevant improvements with322

respect to all the key values related to the hydrodynamic force and to the323

wire tension. The most important improvements are the ones achieved with324

respect to the values of both the slamming load and the minimum of the wire325
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tension. In fact, by a practical point of view, this reduces the probability of a326

production stop due to the damage or loss of the payload.327

Moreover, the decreased probability of a sudden wire break due to a high328

snatch load has the beneficial impact of increasing the safety of the operators329

on board.330

A further improvement of the performances might be obtained by designing331

compensators that are robust with respect to parametric uncertainties. Such332

design for the problem under consideration will be the subject of future re-333

search.334
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